
STEP 1: LAYOUT PARTS 
On a table lay out all parts as shown in the exploded view above.

STEP 2: ATTACH CURVED ARMS TO THE RECTANGULAR BOOKSHELF FRAME 
TIP! It is easiest to attach the curved arms when you insert the Barrel Screw (18A) from the outside and then 

the Barrel Nut (18B) from the inside using the hex keys provided.

How To Assemble Bookshelf Rack 

TIP!   SAVE TIME AND HASSLE. 
 PLEASE READ ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONS

BEFORE BEGINNING ASSEMBLY. 

MISSING A PART? 
Please call our TOLL FREE 

SERVICE CENTER 
1 (877) 362-5863 
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
8B Grid shelf 1
9A Bookshelf body 1

18A/B     Barrel Screw (Male) & Barrel Nut (Female) 4 Sets

30A

22 Bookshelf curved arm (long) 2
25A Pot hook straight 4
25B Pot hook angled 4
26A Hex key 2

Wall screw 1/4 x 20 x 2" 4
30B Wall sleeves/anchors 4

How to Attach Your Pot Rack to the Wall 
TOOLS NEEDED FOR INSTALLATION: 
Provided:  Installation hardware (anchors, bolts, wall screws ) 
You will need: level, tape measure, pencil, and an electric drill

STEP 1: LOCATION 

Decide where you want to place your pot rack.  Consider the height of the wall where the pot rack will hang, keeping in mind 
how far below the rack your pots and utensils will hang, plus how high above your head you can still easily reach cookbooks, 
etc. stored on the grid.    

On the wall, mark the four points where the top of rack arms and back  of the base of the bookshelf will attach.     Then tap a
small nail through each mark to be certain a joist is not in the way. 

STEP 2:
  Install the plastic anchors into the wall before mounting the rack and using the wall screws.  use a hammer and tap lightly the 
plastic wall anchors so they are completely fluch with the wall.  Then place the bookshelf 

INSTALL IN WOOD 
If you need to install one or both sides of your rack in wood, use all of the wall screws (30A) included without 
any plastic anchors.  

PAINTABLE  Want a different color?  We recommend Rustoleum “Hammered” colors for their metal-like finishes. 
Consult a paint retailer for guidance 

CLEANING
Your pot rack has a durable powder coat finish designed to provide years of protection. Cleaning with a damp cloth.
Dry thoroughly after cleaning.

INSTALL IN DRYWALL


